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اخلالصة
توزيع إلبالس ينتمي اىل عائلة التوزيعات األسية وله تطبيقات خمتلفة منها االقتصادية، العلوم اهلندسية، الطبية، 
علوم احلياة. وله عالقات مع اختالف التوزيعات األيس، الطبيعي، باريتو سواء كان إلبالس القيايس أو العام، وقد 
لتقدير  خمتلفة  أساليب  استخدمنا  باإلضافة  التوزيع،  مشاهدات  من  عشوائية  عينة  لتوليد  العالقة  هذه  استخدمنا 
العينة،  تقدير حجم  املؤثرات (طرق  العديد من  النموذج األمثل يف ظل  التوزيع والغرض منه هو حتديد  معلامت 
العينة،  حجم  (نامذج،  خمتلفة  ظروف  حتت  األمثل  التقدير  أسلوب  حتديد  إىل  باإلضافة  املعلامت)،  بني  والعالقة 
والعالقة بني املعلامت). وقد تم االعتامد عىل جتارب املحاكاة لتحديد األنموذج األفضل لتوليد املشاهدات بنسبة 

.أفضل بنسبة أكثر من (%72) مقارنة مع الطرائق األخر (MLE) أكثر من (%77) جلميع احلاالت، وطريقة

الكلامت املفتاحية
.(MLE) توزيع إلبالس، التوزيعات األسية، طريقة
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Abstract
Laplace distribution is a continuous statistical distribution belong to the 

exponential family which has multiple applications in many aspects like economic 
life, engineering, medical ...etc., moreover it has various relationships with other 
distributions, Exponential, Normal, Pareto, both as standard Lap (0,1) or as 
general Lap (µ, β), and we used this relationship is to generate random sample of 
distribution observations. In addition, we used different methods for estimating 
the distribution parameters in order to determine the optimal model under several 
effects (methods of appreciation, sample size, and the relationship between the 
parameters. It has been relying on simulation experiments to determine the best 
model to generate observations and over (77%) in all cases, the method (MLE) 
represents over (72%) compared with the other methods.

Keywords
Laplace distribution, Statistical distribution, The method (MLE).
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Objective:

The first objective for the paper is the 
study of the relationship between general La-
place (μ, β) distribution properties and other 
probability distributions to find out the best 
relationship to generate random observations 
of a sample, second objective is to determine 
the optimal method of finding distribution pa-
rameters, taking into account several effects 
on the two goals, including the effect of the 
sample size and the relationship of parameters 
(μ, β) through simulation experiments.

1. Introduction:
The Laplace distribution is belong to expo-

nential family distributions which is similar to 
the normal and Cauchy distributions as sym-
metric around mean, but more tail of them, 
and most of the researches studied the process 
of obtaining the data distributed of standard 
Laplace distribution L0,1) ) with the standard 
probability distributions, as N (0,1), Exp1) ), 
.... not Laplace (μ, β) and its relationship with 
the general probability distributions, such as 
N (μ, σ), Exp(λ).

This distribution has many applications in 
real problems such as medical science, com-
munications, environmental science, econom-
ics, finance and engineering Aryal (2006) and 
some researchers were taking the concept and 
characteristics of the General Laplace distri-
bution in its relationship with other probabil-
ity distributions (Samuel K., et al., 2001).

The probability function for Laplace (μ, β) 
distribution can be written as following formula:

 (1)

Where μ is location parameter  -∞<μ<∞   and
 β is scale parameter   β>0

Bebasis (2005) used the simulation to com-
pare between the Laplace, Normal as standard 
distributions and the effect of the sample size 
on the test power to reject the hypothesis, he 
noted that the test power increases with rais-
ing of the sample size.

In (2006), Aryal applied his thesis on the 
Laplace distribution in real problems when 
there are some problems in distribution Skew-
ness and kurtosis. Also, he applied it to real 
applications in exchange rate finance studies 
data for six different currencies, Australian, 
Canadian, and United States Dollar.

Gauss (2011) published article for the Beta 
Laplace distribution as the case of the expan-
sion of the Laplace using multiple formats to 
moments generating function, finding mo-
ments and MLE for parameters distribution 
using the real data.

Nikola (2014) studied the basic properties 
of the estimators of Laplace and Cauchy dis-
tributions parameters with three parameters 
(a, b, r) dependent on the estimation methods 
MLE, moment method of numerical analy-
sis and comparison was based on simulation 
experiments with one sample size and fixed 
repeat, but without providing any generating 
observations method of a random sample of 
each above distribution.
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Thomas (2014) studied in his paper dis-
cussion how Laplace distribution was used in
chemical, engineering interest where interpre-
tation of material in terms of the normal distri-
bution is prescribed. Nonetheless, he choosed
level of significance in goodness-of-fit tests to
determine whether the Laplace distribution is
indeed an alternative to the Normal distribu-

.tion
In the same year, Song, W. and other stud-

ied were the mixture linear regression model 
when random error term follows the Laplace 
distribution. They used the proposed method 
compared with other methods enhanced their 
studies by simulation experiments in addition 
to the sensitivity of the estimators in their ap-
plication to real data.

A recent study in (2015) for each  Elsayed 
& Elamir used Laplace distribution in random-
ized complete design sectors, using the aver-
age of the absolute values   deviations analysis 
they found the limits of mathematical formu-
las own model (treatments ,blokes, and error) 
to minimize the sum of the absolute deviations 
for each  term based on simu l ation experi-
ments in properties of the model, Furthermore, 
according to Rahim (2015), he used Laplace 
distribution as prior information in quintile re-
gression dependent on R package functions to 
estimate parameters of general Laplace distri-
bution through real data and simulation study.

 From above researcher notes  that com-
parison between the generating observations 
models with the effect of sample size and es-
timation method.

2.Theoretical Part
2.1. Mathematical formula for distribution
The Laplace distribution belong to expo-

nential family as previously stated, in which 
several cases according to distribution param-
eters namely: [1,9]
• When location parameter (0) and scale parame-
ter1) ) called standard formula and writes L0,1) ) 
according to the following probability function:

(2)

• When location parameter0)  ) and scale 
parameter(β>0) called classic formula and 
writes L0)  , β) according to the following 
probability function:

 (3)

• General formula when μ ≠ 0, and β≠0 writes 
L (μ, β) as function in formula (1) above.

In the following figures the [L  ,(0,1)  L 
 ,(0,4)L ,(4,1) N0,1) )] pdfs of distributions as:

Figure )1(:PDF of L (0,1), L (0,4), L (4,1) and N 
(0,1) distributions.
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We noted from above figure that Laplace 
distribution has an unusual, symmetric shape 
with a sharp peak and tails.

2.2. Methods of Estimating 
parameters

There are several method use to estimate 
the Laplace distribution parameters (μ, β), and 
most of these methods are: [1,6]

2.2.1. Method of maximum 
likelihood M.L.E.

The method maximum likelihood (MLE) 
depending on the max (maximize of the like-
ly) function of the probability function on the 
formula (1):

To find the estimator of parameter μ, we 
find (∂ logL) / ∂μ, through the use of the abso-
lute value is defined as follows:

Taking absolute derivative, we get:

So that the researcher takes the values of 
the set of the values (Median (xi)). The refore 
the maximum likelihood estimator for μ is:

                     ......(5)
Also to find estimator of β, we take the de-

rivative (∂ logL) / ∂β as:

2.2.2. Moments Method
This method is based on finding the first 

and second moment and from relationship 
with mean and variance distribution using the 
following relationship:

The relationship of the above is clear to us:

If r = 1, we get:

but if r = 2 we get the following results:

In order to simplifying the above equation 
and finding estimator parameter (β) can be 
linked equations (8,9) through variation as:

2.2.3. The proposed method
For the purpose of balancing between the 

two methods maximum likelihood and mo-
ments, we proposed in this paragraph using 
weighted estimator, or what it is known as 
shrinkage estimator according to the follow-
ing formula:
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Whereas:
Vector weighted estimators (contrac-

tion) of the Laplace distribution parameters 
(μ, β).

Vector estimators of the maximum 
likelihood method 

Vector estimators of the moment’s 
method 

The method of determining the weight λ 
is done by choice A set of values within the 
range [0,1] or more iteration until the conver-
gence between the MSE of the parameters is 
happening in the iteration (k) compared with 
(k-1) in this case we stop, this has been ap-
plied in the search where the relationship of 
weight according to the following equation:

2.3. Comparison Measurements 
Using comparison measures is to deter-

mine the best estimators results from the gen-
eration model of Laplace distribution data, as 
well as results from the method of computing 
estimators and then finding the success rate 
of each case and the method gives the high-
est success rate model which is considered 
the best and depending on the model of user, 
based on three scales to get an odd number 
so it can discriminate success rate and these 
measures are: [3]

RMSE: Root mean square error of parame-
ters is calculated from the following relationship:

whereas:
:Estimated values for the pa-

rameter j in the iteration i of random experi-
ment.

θ ̅j : Estimators above average during each 
simulation experiments (rep).

(Bias)2: Bias Square through the following 
formula:

.......(14)
Where  are initial 

values of parameters.
MSE of parameters: Average joint error 

squares of parameters could be measured 
through determining of covariance matrix, ac-
cording to the following formula:
MSE paramter=det ...(15)

And the above formula codes are defined 
in the previous formula14) ).

3. Experimental Part
3.1. Simulation Concept  

Simulation models are mathematical mod-
els that represent and reflect all the properties 
and behavior of the real system, used to study 
and analyze the behavior of a particular issue 
is difficult to study the real model for several 
reasons, which are important because they al-
low for changes in the simulation model com-
ponents quickly and according to cases that 
are interest in them.

Many experiments tests can be high speed, 
accuracy and choose the closest to the real 
model of them, a task in statistics, mathemat-
ics, and engineering sciences when you cannot 
compare the best model from several models 
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or best solution for a particular model from 
several solutions theoretically, so they are re-
lying on simulation models through workout 
these models or methods under several con-
ditions of the experiment to determine which 
gives the best statistical measure.

3.2. Generating observations technique
Laplace distribution is one of the most dis-

tributions which no generating observations 
implicit function in the application of Matlab, 
so they are relied on the definition  software 
function  through relationship of this distribu-
tion with other probability distributions that 
their  functions implied in Matlab, but much 
of these relationships give random observa-
tions of Lap (0,1) distribution [9], and thus 
getting observations of Lap (μ,β)  distribution 
a few, that it was not interested when it was 
used in comparison between more than one 
technique (model) to generate data and deter-
mine the best of  it. Therefore, this research 
was done relying on the following models as: 

1. Dependence on the relationship be-
tween standard Normal N (0,1), standard Ex-
ponential Exp. (1) distributions, assuming that 
Z = N (0,1), and V = Exp (1) where they can 
get a variable distributed Lap (μ, β) according 
to the following:

         ...(16)
Where observations can be got in a random 

sample size for above distributions depending 
on the Matlab application as following code 
formula:

Or possible relationship Z =N0,1)  ), and 
V= Exp2)  ) and the form of the relationship 
(16) are as follows: 

and it can be shown to reduce  for-
mulas (16,18) to prove the mathematical mod-
el of the L (0,1) distribution either through 
moments generating function as follows:

Or by relying on transformation method  
as follows:

And then it added effect of location param-
eter μ and scale parameters β as in the formu-
las (16, 18).

2. By depending on CDF function for dis-
tribution as following:

After using the inverse of CDF for any 
distribution in simulation technique we can 
obtain on a variable for that distribution, in 
above   Laplace function were obtained the 
following formula:

μ،β : Initial values of hypothetical param-
eters for Laplace distribution and U follows 
a continuous uniform distribution within the 
period (-1/2, 1/2] and his random observations 
can be gotten by Matlab application according 
to general formula:

whereas:
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a and b are the parameters distribution 
within the period (-1/2, 1/2], n sample size, m 
dimension, m ≥1.

3. Dependence on generating observations 
of Double Exponential with scale parameter 
through function  and 
then generate a vector of random numbers by 
function r = r and (n,1) <0.5 and the latter has 
access to observations of the Lap(μ,β) distri-
bution be in accordance to relationship:

It was tested efficiency of the models and 
methods solution through the different sam-
ples sizes as (25,50,100,200) and three cases 

of the relationship between the initial values 
for the parameters distribution (<,>, =), with 
the use of three methods to estimate the distri-
bution parameters and thus was total execut-
ing tests (108) experiment and each experi-
ment repeated (5000) times all these are run 
by the program described in the Appendix.

4. Discuss the results
After running of simulation software under 

all cases of experiments was shown the mean 
of parameters distribution. Also the mean er-
ror squares of parameters and model accord-
ing to the following tables:

Table (1): The average estimation values of the parameters distribution simulation experiments

Methods

ModelsSample
size

(µ<β)

(2,4)

ShrinkageMomentsMLE

β ̂μ ̂β ̂μ ̂β ̂μ ̂

3.9002.0043.9101.9853.9102.007Model_1

25 3.7522.0593.6922.2013.7592.040Model_2

3.9171.9793.9131.9763.9181.978Model_3

3.9702.0043.9652.0183.9712.003Model_1

50 3.7972.0683.7292.2093.8062.047Model_2

3.9481.9993.9412.0333.9491.999Model_3

3.9812.0043.9802.0083.9812.002Model_1

100 3.8072.0603.7362.2023.8172.038Model_2

3.9721.9973.9682.0033.9731.995Model_3

3.9902.0093.9862.0123.9902.008Model_1

200 3.8172.0683.7432.2043.8282.046Model_2

3.9881.9973.9861.9903.9881.996Model_3
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1.9544.0031.9553.9921.9554.004Model_1

25

(µ>β)

(4,2)

1.8764.0311.8464.1011.8794.020Model_2

1.9583.9891.9563.9881.9593.989Model_3

1.9854.0021.9824.0091.9854.001Model_1

50 1.8984.0361.8644.1041.9034.024Model_2

1.9743.9991.9704.0021.9753.999Model_3

1.9914.0011.9904.0041.9914.001Model_1

100 1.9034.0331.8684.1011.9094.019Model_2

1.9863.9991.9844.0011.9873.998Model_3

1.9954.0041.9934.0061.9954.004Model_1

200 1.9084.0371.8714.1021.9144.023Model_2

1.9943.9981.9933.9951.9943.998Model_3

5.8646.0055.8665.9775.8646.011Model_1

25

(µ=β)

(6,6)

5.6286.0865.5386.3025.6386.060Model_2

5.8765.9685.8695.9645.8775.967Model_3

5.9556.0065.9476.0275.9566.004Model_1

50 5.6966.0985.5936.3135.7096.071Model_2

5.9225.9995.9116.0055.9245.998Model_3

5.9726.0065.9716.0125.9726.004Model_1

100 5.7126.0885.6056.3025.7266.057Model_2

5.9585.9945.9526.0045.9605.993Model_3

5.9856.0145.9796.0185.9856.013Model_1

200 5.7276.0995.6146.3065.7426.069Model_2

5.9825.9955.9795.9855.9825.994Model_3
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Table (2): Average MS to parameters distribution model by simulation experiments

Methods

ModelsSample
size

(µ<β)

(2,4)

ShrinkageMomentsMLE

Mse
modelRMSβ ̂RMSμ ̂Mse 

modelRMSβ ̂RMSμ ̂Mse
_modelRMSβ ̂RMSμ ̂

103.530.6270.815189.690.7541.244104.230.6250.823Model_1
25 95.700.5100.836145.620.541.13095.720.5140.836Model_2

108.890.6380.844194.780.7441.295109.270.6380.848Model_3
12.520.3210.38924.700.3880.63512.430.3190.388Model_1

50 11.480.2600.37721.110.2800.55511.410.2620.378Model_2
12.360.3080.39824.180.3740.64012.290.3070.396Model_3
1.500.1570.1923.170.1930.3281.450.1550.187Model_1

100 1.620.1340.1863.430.1460.2781.580.1360.185Model_2
1.520.1550.1953.120.1880.331.490.1540.192Model_3
0.1810.080.0910.380.0970.1550.170.0790.089Model_1

200 0.240.0680.090.620.0750.1390.2240.0690.089Model_2
0.1820.0780.0930.400.0980.1630.1760.0770.091Model_3
6.540.1570.20611.860.1890.3116.520.1560.206Model_1

25

(µ>β)

(4,2)

6.070.1270.2119.100.1340.2826.110.1280.213Model_2
6.840.1600.21212.170.1860.3246.830.1590.212Model_3
0.800.0800.0991.540.0970.1590.780.0800.097Model_1

50 0.730.0650.0951.320.070.1390.710.0660.094Model_2
0.780.0770.1001.510.0940.1600.770.0770.10Model_3
0.100.0390.0490.200.0480.0820.090.0390.047Model_1

100 0.100.0340.0470.210.0370.0700.100.0340.046Model_2
0.090.0390.0500.190.0470.0820.090.0390.048Model_3
0.0120.0200.0230.0230.0240.0390.010.020.022Model_1

200 0.020.0170.0230.0380.0190.0350.010.0170.022Model_2
0.010.0200.0240.030.0240.0410.010.0190.023Model_3

524.131.4121.83960.31.6982.80527.681.4071.852Model_1
25

(µ=β)

(6,6)

482.851.1431.877737.221.2062.54494.711.1551.920Model_2
549.751.4351.894986.101.6752.913553.181.4341.907Model_3
63.100.7210.873125.030.8721.42862.950.7200.873Model_1

50 57.640.5840.842106.890.6301.25057.760.5900.850Model_2
62.140.6920.890122.390.8421.44062.200.6920.892Model_3
7.540.3520.42816.040.4340.7387.370.3500.421Model_1

100 8.140.3020.41517.360.3290.6267.990.3050.417Model_2
7.660.3490.43715.770.4230.7417.550.3470.432Model_3
0.910.1790.2021.900.2180.3480.8890.1770.200Model_1

200 1.200.1530.2023.120.1680.3131.140.1550.201Model_2
0.910.1760.2072.020.2200.3660.8890.1740.204Model_3
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To give a clear picture to the reader was 
preparing a summary of the results Table (1) 
to represent the number of cases and higher 

than of each method according to each data 
generation model and for all the experiments, 
according to the following table.

Table (3): Summary of results represents the number of cases exceeds estimation method according to 
data generation model.

Ratio%total  of  method
Models

Methods
Model 3Model 2Model 1

72%78311631MLE

00000Moments

28%305205Shrinkage

From the above table, it is clear that MLE 
method that is the best by more than 72%, 
while the Shrinkage method came in second 

by (28%) and its superiority in the second 
model, but Moments method did not achieve 
any result.

Table (4): Summary of results number of exceeds data generation model, according to the estimation method.

Ratio%total  of  model
Method 

Model 
ShrinkageMomentsMLE

19%2174101

77%832829262

4%41303

To clarify of comparison between models 
depending on the estimation methods, it has 
been found the average of the measurements 

by comparing data generation models as in the 
table following:

Table (5): Average statistical measures for each model at the level of all method.

%RatioMSERMSERMSEModel
077.250.3680.5191

100%66.370.2890.4902
079.690.3660.5333
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From the above table, it is clear that the sec-
ond model is the best model to generate the
distribution of Laplace data because it gave
the best statistical measures with a rapproche-

ment between the two models (1,3), while ac-
cording to estimation methods shown in the
:following table

Table (6): Average statistical measures for each method estimation on the level of all models.

%RatioMSERMSERMSE

67%59.910.3220.435MLE

0103.990.3770.670Moments

33%59.380.3240.437Shrinkage

From the above table, it is clear that MLE 
method is the best to find Laplace distribution 
parameters across all models because it gave 
the best statistical measures by more than 
(67%) overall and these results are compatible 
with the results in tables (3, 4).

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
 Through the practical side of the search 

may be mentioned the most important the 
following conclusions:

1. The second model is the best model to 
generate random observations follow Laplace 
distribution, this result obtained from equation 
(20) belonged from CDF distribution, causing 
the results to be better than the other models, 
of method of estimation.

2. The best method is to appreciate the 
Laplace distribution parameters   MLE then 
followed Shrinkage method while Moments 
method did not record any result excellence.

3. The estimated values   of the parameters 
is to be less biased and c onsistent with in-

creasing sample size can be seen in Table (2), 
this is consistent with statistical theory, which 
emphasizes the sample size its impact on the 
accuracy and reliability of the estimators.

6. Recommendations
1. We recommend the adoption of the model 
described in equation (20) in the generation 
of track the distribution of public Laplace and 
use MLE method of finding estimators.
2. Use Robust methods for the statistical infer-
ence (estimation and testing) for the purpose 
of knowing the vulnerability of generating 
observations model outlier values   or contain-
ment.
3. Study the Laplace Multivariate distribution.
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